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The Netherlands Film Fund offers different support schemes to
filmproductions. Information on selective funding for minority
coproductions, distribution support and exploration support is
available at www.filmfund.nl. The Fund is also responsible for the
Netherlands Film Commission. Since 2014 the Fund also offers the
Netherlands Film Production Incentive, a 30% cash rebate.
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The scheme is open to applications for feature-length animated
films and feature films with a production budget of at least 1 million
euro and feature length documentaries of at least 250,000 euro.
A planned theatrical release in the Netherlands or, in case of a
minority coproduction, at least a non-theatrical release in the
Netherlands and a theatrical release in the country of origin and at
least 50% of the production budget should be in place upon
application. The amount of the grant is determined by the
production costs that are both eligible and demonstrably spent on
animated film professionals or film companies based in the
Netherlands, multiplied by 30%. The maximum award is 1 million
euro per application and the maximum amount per year per
applicant is 2 million euro. The minimum eligible spend is
100,000 euro.
The application deadlines for 2016 are 9 February, 10 May,
30 August and 1 November. The total available budget for 2016 is
29.2 million euro.
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Getting animated
Let’s assess this in cinematic terms,
if not indeed in animation terms.
Imagine if, just five years ago, a
Martian visited Western Europe with
the specific, albeit strange, objective
to report back on the continent’s
feature animation industries.
In the main his sensors would have gone
ballistic as he zoomed across Ireland, the
UK, France, Germany and Belgium, with
increasingly ‘animated’ read-outs indicating
vibrant feature activity within gathering
places called ‘cinemas’. But as he reached
the medium-sized country of The
Netherlands, the lights on his monitors
would have gone out, and his info-vision
device would have read: Little sign of life
since 1983.
Of course, this is somewhat of an oversimplificaton. The Netherlands has always
had a thriving, artistic and award-winning
animation industry. Indeed, Dutch
animators have won Academy Awards for
Best Animated Short three times since 1977.
It’s just that, without an adequate funding
infrastructure, its filmmakers were, for many
years, denied the opportunity to work in the
long form.
But that is no more. Since 2012 five Dutch
animated features have been released in
Dutch theatres. Utrecht-based il Luster has
led the charge with Triple Trouble (2014) and
the January 2016 release of Woozle and Pip.
In 2013 Telescreen Filmproductions made
Miffy the Movie (Hans Perk), and Pim and
Pom: the Big Adventure (Gioia Smid) was
produced by Pim and Pom bv in 2014. All
these were produced with support from the
Netherlands Film Fund. In 2012 The Fairy
Tale Tree by Hans Walther was produced
independently, without Fund support.

Frank Peijnenburg,
head of Screen NL
Netherlands Film Fund

Frank Peijnenburg, head of Screen
NL at the Netherlands Film Fund
who overlooks development and production funding,
stresses how the Fund is taking animation very seriously
these days. “We basically aim to support the production of
one feature-length animation film per year but we are
more than happy to support two per year, as long as the
films focus at different audiences and themes. We are
really open to expand in terms of development within the
sector,” he points out.
Job Roggeveen,
co-owner Job, Joris & Marieke

Job Roggeveen takes up the theme
and emphasizes the opportunities
that his company Job, Joris and
Marieke have been granted via Fund animation initiatives.
Their 2-minute animated short A Single Life was made
with Fund support and went on to receive an Academy
Award nomination. “There are competitions such as the
ultra-short competition run by the Fonds 21 and the Film
Fund, where young filmmakers have to come up with a
really good (and very short) idea for a film. For us, this was
a big opportunity as we had a few months to focus on just
one thing. This way we could work on our skills and really
lift our technique and style.”
“And because those ultra-short films are screened in
Pathé cinemas all over the Netherlands, about a million
and a half people saw our film. It is a really good way to get
your work out there. It isn’t just a matter of making the
film and putting it up online, there is a ready-made
audience for it and that is a very good stimulus to get on
with it. Next to making shorts, we aim to make a feature
length film. So it is great we’ve been able to take small
steps towards that with our last three films.”

Concept art Resurrection (p35)
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Features
Bruno Felix,
producer Submarine

Producer Bruno Felix of Submarine, which
now has offices in both Amsterdam and LA,
notes the significant growth both in
productivity and interest in the Dutch
animation sector over recent years. “Across
the board there are a lot more initiatives. Ten
years ago the industry was largely centered
around short artistic films where we would
have international success, and much of the
talent had their focus set on this sub-genre
of animation. But now it is way broader, and
it is obviously following a global trend. We
are more in tune with other animation
industries. We are coming from barely
nothing (except award-winning shorts) to a
way more adult industry which may be still
in its infancy but with 12 or 15 animated
feature films in development.”
Submarine is a prolific award-winning
production company that looks beyond
Dutch borders for partners, for financing
and also for the stories it looks to tell,
whether they be live action or animation.
The company employed the brilliant Dutch
animator Hisko Hulsing (Kurt Cobain:
Montage of Heck) to create the dramatic
painted backdrops for The Last Hijack
(2014), selected for Annecy, Berlinale, the
Holland Animation Film Festival and SXSW.
They are also developing festival favourite
Rosto’s feature debut Mind My Gap. “We
don’t stop at the Belgian or the German
border, we define the market or the audience
that we work for as much wider than the

Dutch market, and we therefore will always create our
projects in co-production with other producers, funders
and broadcasters from around the world.”
That said, Felix is not afraid to tell very Dutch stories in
animation form, a choice that is both business and
culturally-oriented. “Our population is much greater than
the French-Speaking Belgian audience but their box office
for animated features is three or four times bigger than
here, so it is really not about the volume, it is about
education. In Holland, audiences think animation is for
kids, or that it is American, or that it is not real drama, or
is bad for you,” he laughs. “So in The Netherlands you
need other hooks to engage your audience and I therefore
really try to develop titles that I hope or think will attract a
broader Dutch audience to the cinema.”
These include, among many others, Vincent, an animated
feature film about Vincent van Gogh, but don’t expect a
hagiographical and simplistic rendering of a well-known
story. With animation, Felix argues, you can express so
much more. “It is the ideal visual way of storytelling that
explains how Van Gogh perceived the world and nature,
and how he tried to make a connection with it, but also to
give the audience an understanding of his manic period.
It’s really looking through the eyes of the artist and not
showing the world as we see it but how he experienced it,
showing the different ways you can perceive reality.”
Vincent will be made as an international co-production
with Walking the Dog (Belgium) and Superprod (France).

Co-production
Michiel Snijders,
producer Il Luster

il Luster’s Michiel Snijders is also an advocate of co-pro
but argues that it was a skill long ago adopted by Dutch
players within the animation sector. “Although we have
had a late start as an industry when compared to other
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European countries, international financing
and co-production was something that was
in place long before we started doing
features. The short film dynamics already
had a lot of co-production going on so there
was already a lot of expertise. There was a
kind of head-start when compared with live
action, and the fact that it is animation and
can be easily dubbed means it can so easily
be made into an international co-production
by content.”

In The Netherlands you need
other hooks to engage your
audience
Utrecht-based il Luster collaborated with
fellow Dutch animation house Anikey Studio
on Triple Trouble (which the companies
co-created, co-directed and co-animated)
and Woozle and Pip. For these films il Luster
effectively set up a mini office where they
carried out the line production as Anikey
performed high quality background and layout production duties.
“This shows how easily we can ‘beef up’ a
small flexible and creative studio like Anikey
– and/or start one from scratch,” Snijders
continues. “And we are quite typical in a
Dutch way in that we stand for a truly
original concept. Coming from a small
country is a strength. Contemporary Dutch
animation has grown from a very creative,
very award-winning and artistic background
and you can still see that filtering through in
upcoming projects. Although we love to
make commercial projects it is truly creative
and original content that really sets The
Netherlands apart.”

Gerben Schermer,
director of the Holland Animation
Film Festival

Gerben Schermer, director of the Holland Animation Film
Festival, agrees with the assessment that much of the
value of Dutch animation lies in its unique take on the
world. “We have to compete in terms of signatures and
characteristics. When Cartoon [Creative Europe] started
some 30 years ago I said we cannot compete in terms of
budget, so we have to be different, and I always used the
example of The Simpsons which were very cheap
productions in the beginning but they competed with
Disney by being so different, by being cool, and it is not
for nothing that The Simpsons still exists. That is how I see
Dutch animation.”
But for Snijders, co-pro is key, especially within the
context of a healthy funding system. “We are trying to
acquire the rights for interesting international IP
(intellectual property), work on it with international
partners, do a start-up, develop the really interesting parts
and get the bigger countries on board for what they call
the heavy lifting… Our ambition is to get at least three
original concepts out into the world and start
co-producing those, new projects developed from scratch,
interesting projects that we can work on here and use the
Production Incentive for. This cash rebate is the biggest
chance to build on our industry, to get the turnover, put in
the hours and to create jobs. Both on majority and
minority productions.”
Adds Job Roggeveen of Job, Joris and Marieke: “For 30
years there was no Dutch animated feature film industry,
and now that we have five films in five years I think a lot of
people see new opportunities. Another important factor is
the development of CG animation technique, because
what we are doing in our studio now was not really
possible 10 or 15 years ago. It is now a lot easier for a small
team to do something big. Because the Film Fund is
giving more attention to animation I think there is a much
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greater focus on making longer animated
films in the Netherlands.”
The Fund’s Frank Peijnenburg warms again
to the theme. “There has been growing
quality in the sector since il Luster produced
their first feature-length film. They built up
experience and know-how in their company,
and you can see more and more companies
getting involved in animation, getting more
experienced, and then there are live-action
producers who are getting interested in
animation, like Submarine for example or
Topkapi Films who co-produced the
wonderfully interesting animated film
Cafard with the Belgians. It is essential that
Dutch producers get involved via
co-production.”

Animation Series
Gerdie Snellers,
KRO-NCRV Children’s
TV editor-in-chief

From an animated series perspective, KRONCRV Children’s TV editor-in-chief Gerdie
Snellers points out that her station is
committed to investing seriously in
children’s animation, along with the NPO
and other funding bodies.
“Because we can’t develop a lot of projects
we choose them carefully, which means we
feel responsible for creating content that has
an original tone or way of storytelling,
content that we believe will appeal to our
target audience, children aged 4 to 7.”
comments Snellers. “The key word for our
series is quality, which means we co-produce
series that are playful, surprising, that

explore boundaries in the broadest context. But the tone
of the series is always friendly and positive. We won’t
broadcast a violent children’s series, with shrill voices,
however humorous it may be.”
KRO-NCRV worked with il Luster in developing both the
3D animated series The Tumblies (106 x 1’30) and,
together with The Dreamchaser Company, Woozle & Pip
(39 x 5’), and with Submarine on Fox and Hare, based
upon the picture book from Dutch Illustrator Thé TjongKhing. Snellers was also instrumental in buying in the
Miffy series from Mercis/Telescreen for Dutch broadcast.
“As people working in the animation industry know,
developing animation is very costly. One minute can cost
1000 euros or as much as 20,000 euros,” she stresses. “As a
Dutch public broadcaster we can only make these kinds of
series with the help of funds and in co-operation with
foreign broadcasters and co-financiers. For Ludovic for
example (26 x 11’), we worked together with Germany and
Canada. And for Picnic with Cake (13 x 5’) with Belgium
and Spain.”
il Luster’s Snijders supports Snellers in her view, and
reconciles it within his working model. “The good thing is
that the public broadcasters see it as their goal and their
responsibility to acquire locally made and relevant
projects.”
The last word goes to Submarine’s Bruno Felix who
reminds all Dutch operatives working in the field of
animation not only of the stupendous stories that can be
told using the medium, but that theirs is a higher calling.
“It is one of the purest forms of filmmaking. You can
think up everything from scratch. You have a blank canvas
and you can think up anything you want. For a filmmaker
or a story-teller you can manipulate or create your own
reality, so what is more challenging than that? There is so
much creatively to be discovered and there are so many
stories still to be told and that makes animation the most
fascinating cinematic discipline.”

Picnic with Cake, producer: Submarine
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Utrecht: Animation Hub
“Utrecht is a city with ambition in
animation, and once a city chooses to
really focus on a sector then stuff
happens. That is a given,” is the
considered opinion of Michiel Snijders,
MD of powerhouse animation house il
Luster, itself based in Utrecht.
The city is already regarded as the centre of
Dutch animation excellence. It hosts two
renowned film events, the Netherlands Film
Festival (the foremost event for the
exhibition of new Dutch cinema, including
live action, animation, documentary and
gaming), and the world-renowned Holland
Animation Film Festival (HAFF).

‘The ambition of the
Netherlands is to be more and
more involved within bigger
commercial productions’
The HKU animation academy is housed in
Utrecht and the city’s film and mediaoriented university boasts key animation
modules within its curriculum. Scores of
animators live in the town (many of whom
are graduates from the university who could
see no reason why they should leave such a
beautiful city after completing their studies)
and numerous production outfits are to be
found within and without the city walls. And
if one is left in any doubt as to Utrecht’s
animation credentials, it is the city where
local artist Dick Bruna put pen to paper and
created the world famous cartoon character
Miffy.
“What the sector needs to develop is an
infrastructure of film events, production
companies, animators and professional
training and Utrecht has all of that,”
comments HAFF director Gerben Schermer,

who is described by his counterpart Willemien van Aalst
from the Netherlands Film Festival as ‘our ambassador
for Dutch animation abroad’. “And if we include the
producers and the broadcasters in nearby Hilversum then
this makes the region a proper epicenter for Dutch
animation,” Schermer adds.
One animator who graduated in Eindhoven but came to
Utrecht to ply his trade and hone his skills is Job
Roggeveen of Job, Joris and Marieke, whose A Single Life
was nominated for an Academy Award in the Short
Animated section in 2015. The company’s 10-minute
[Otto] was submitted in the same category for the 2016
Oscars, and their short film Bon Voyage! was instrumental
in securing for Utrecht Le Grand Départ of the 2015 Tour
de France.
“It was quite special that the city chose to promote itself
to a worldwide audience using an animation film instead
of live action. So we built a model of the city of Utrecht
and made a small romantic story that took place during
the start of the race,” Job stresses. “A major difference
between Amsterdam and Utrecht is that in Amsterdam
there are a lot more animation studios working on motion
graphics and commercials whereas in Utrecht the studios
and producers work more on character animation, with
more emphasis placed on stories.”
Schermer takes up the argument, emphasising how small
animation collectives can make an increasingly big
impact within the sector. “What I find interesting
nowadays is that with the new production structures you
don’t need a big studio anymore. Many people can work
from home. The young generation are doing more
production hopping so they work on their own individual
films, but they also work more together on larger projects
so you have a lot of smaller studios now, which can be
quite effective. And they are based in Utrecht mainly
because they had their education here and didn’t leave.”
“In the UK they used to have a very good infrastructure
regarding commercial production,” Schermer continues.
“If someone like Tim Burton wanted to make a Disney
film in London he would set up a studio and there would
be enough freelance talent around to do it by production
hopping. I think this is also starting to happen in the
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Bon Voyage! by Job, Joris & Marieke
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Netherlands, where people go from
production to production. That works very
well and it fits into the ambition of the
Netherlands to be more and more involved
within bigger commercial productions,
making filmmakers more self-supporting.”
Given the concentration of animation
freelancers in Utrecht, that modis operandi
would apply especially well there, Schermer
stresses.
Michiel Snijders concurs: “In terms of size,
Utrecht is city number four in the
Netherlands, but it has the largest number
of animation professionals, a lot of selfemployed animators working here and many
small studios. Utrecht has the best
developed gaming culture in the
Netherlands and the local development hub,
Dutch Game Garden, is the focus of the
country’s gaming industry. Right now the
city of Utrecht is planning to develop its
animation counterpart called the Animation
Hub, which will be the absolute centre for
expertise and for organising activities within
Dutch animation.”

‘Utrecht’s hosting of
Cartoon Business is proof
of our intent’

Solan og Ludvig from Maipofilm en Qvisen Animation. Animation puppets made by Pedri Animation.
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“There is commitment from local
government for the future development of
the sector. It has declared that visual culture
should be one of the economic focus points
in Utrecht and animation will play a very big
part in this. So right now we are figuring out
what we need to do, we are planning on the
development of expertise, connecting the
dots, creating networks and making sure
that small industries get the chances to
develop faster by setting up incubator
stations that offer the opportunities for
growth.”

Such is the impact of Utrecht and its workforce on the
wider animation sector that the highly respected and
authoritative Cartoon Business professional forum is
rolling out there in March 2016. The event may comprise
“a top-level seminar focusing on the new generation
models of financing and revenues brought about by
the changes in the production and distribution markets”,
but for the country’s animation producers it affords the
opportunity to pitch, present and network to the leading
financiers and funding bodies within the global sector.
Willemien van Aalst,
director Netherlands Film Festival
“There was enthusiastic support
from the Netherlands Film Fund,
the local government, from the
Economic Board of Utrecht and
from the HKU to host Cartoon
Business in the city,” points out the Netherlands Film
Festival’s Van Aalst. “This investment underlines the
importance of animation, and the importance of Utrecht
as its capital in the Netherlands. Global producers and
financiers in the field of animation will really be
descending on our city during this time.”
For Snijders, Utrecht’s hosting of Cartoon Business is
“a badge of honour” for the city. “It is also a reward for our
collaboration and our mutual intent. It really forced a lot
of parties to get involved and put their money where their
mouth is, and it has forced a point of no return where all
our good intentions for the sector will be put into action.
You need ambition to get a thriving animation industry
off the ground.”
“Cartoon Business is putting Dutch animation on the
map,” asserts Schermer, “We are a low production country
but with a lot of ambition and talent and there are new
possibilities in the form of cash rebates. At Cartoon
Business, Dutch producers and animators can learn and
they can participate, and for young people with ambition
who cannot afford to go around the world to these events,
it is a good opportunity. We will show a new face of The
Netherlands and of Dutch film production. If you are
talking about the Netherlands and if you are talking about
Dutch animation, then you are talking Utrecht.
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Feature-length animated film: highlights

Feature-length animated film: highlights

Heinz

Hieronymus

The uniquely Dutch, pleasantly deranged universe of Heinz’s Amsterdam is a happy mishmash of
wicked witches, door-to-door-salesmen, extra-terrestrials and avid stamp collectors. Temporarily
invisible or magically turned into a frog? It would make Heinz even more grouchy than normal, but
stranger things have happened, and even stranger things are about to happen still...

Eccentric teenager Jerome Bosch is an aspiring artist in a corrupt medieval world held in the
stifling grip of a witch-hunting priest. When the demonic monsters from Jerome’s nightmares
come alive, he has to overcome all his fears to free the city.

Director: Piet Kroon
Screenwriter: Piet Kroon
Producer: Jolande Junte
Financers: The Netherlands Film Fund, Creative
Europe, Cinecrowd, In The Air
Production company: BosBros
Co-producer: Fabrique Fantastique (BE)
Animation technique: 2D
Length of the film: 80 minutes
Budget: € 1,950,000
Status: Pre-production/financing
Sales agent: TBD

Director: Erik van Schaaik
Screenwriter: Erik van Schaaik
Producer: Jiek Weishut
Financers: The Netherlands Film Fund, AVROTROS,
Creative Europe, Hieronymus Bosch 500 Foundation, In
The Air
Production company: BosBros, The Drawing Room
Co-producer: Walking the Dog (BE)
Animation technique: 3D computer animation (CGI)
Length of the film: 93 minutes
Budget: € 8,000,000
Status: Financing/animatic
Sales agent: TBD

Piet Kroon (1960) works as
a writer, director and story
artist in The USA on featurelength animated films for
Warner Bros., Disney and
Dreamworks. He directed Osmosis Jones
and as a writer and story artist he worked
on films like Shrek II, Despicable Me, Rio
and Ice Age. His short animated films Dada
and T.R.A.N.S.I.T won several awards at
international festivals.
Contact:
Jolande Junte, head of
animation
+31 20 524 4030
jolande@bosbros.com
www.bosbros.com
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Erik van Schaaik is
originator, writer and director
of Hieronymus and certainly
the biggest fan of Bosch’s
work. At the age twelve his
films made it to international television. He
wrote, animated and directed animation,
drama and documentaries for Dutch
children’s television and made the award
winning animated shorts Vent, The
Phantom Of The Cinema, Pecker and
Under The Apple Tree.
Contact:
Jiek Weishut, animation
producer
+31 6 242 844 66
jiek@drawingroom.nl
www.drawingroom.nl

Feature-length animated film: highlights

Feature-length animated film: highlights

Mind My Gap

Roboy

Meet Diddybob and Buddybob! Everything seems hunky dory for the happy presenter duo
who live their life on the set of their TV show Living Interior without the slightest notion of
an outside. But who are Diddybob and Buddybob really?

Roboy is an orphan who grew up on a deserted island among a family of robots.
Confronted with humanity he will have to fight for his family, freedom, and life.
He might be the ‘missing link’ between man and machine.

Director: Rosto
Screenwriter: Rosto
Producer: Bruno Felix
Financer: The Netherlands Film Fund
Production company: Submarine
Co-producers: Autour de Minuit (FR),
Studio Rosto A.D (NL)
Animation technique: Hybride (3D, 2D, Live Action)
Length of the film: 90 minutes
Budget: Approx. € 4,000,000
Status: Pre-production (script)
Sales agent: Kinology (FR)

Director: TBD
Screenwriters: Michiel Snijders, Patz van der Sloot,
Arnoud Rijken
Producers: Arnoud Rijken, Michiel Snijders
Financers: The Netherlands Film Fund, Tuschinski
Fund
Production company: il Luster B.V.
Co-producers: TBD
Animation technique: 3D cgi
Length of the film: 90 minutes
Budget: € 3,000,000
Status: Script development
Sales agent: TBD

Director/artist Rosto made
the animated shorts
Splintertime (2014), Lonely
Bones (2012), The Monster
of Nix (2011), No Place Like
Home (2008), Jona/Tomberry (2005),
Anglobilly Feverson (2001), Beheaded
(1999) and the internet series Mind My Gap
(1999-2014)
Contact:
Rosto, director/co-producer
+31 20 412 0484
production@studio.rostoad.com
www.rostoad.com
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Contact:
Arnoud Rijken, producer
+31 30 240 0768
info@illuster.nl
www.illuster.nl
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Feature-length animated film: highlights

Feature-length animated film: highlights

Shards of Us

Little Sophie and Lanky Flop

Original title: Scherven

Original title: Kleine Sofie en Lange Wapper

A group of young people see their dreams and convictions shattered when the
Second World War breaks out. When two childhood sweethearts meet again after
the war, all their heroic deeds have been tainted by darkness.

Sophie, a terminally ill seven-year-old, has a strong will and a curious spirit. One night, all
her toys come to life and she embarks on a magical journey to discover what life has to
offer. Based on the internationally acclaimed children’s book by Els Pelgrom.

Director: Erik de Bruyn
Screenwriter: Philip Delmaar
Producers: Bruno Felix, Femke Wolting
Financers: The Netherlands Film Fund, AVROTROS
Production company: Submarine
Co-producer: AVROTROS (NL)
Animation technique: 2D
Length of the film: 80 minutes
Budget: € 2,500,000
Status: Development
Sales agent: TBD

Directors: Roel & Berend Boorsma
Screenwriters: Roel & Berend Boorsma
Producers: Marc Bary (IJswater Films), Nick Jongerius,
Daniel Koefoed (Pellicola)
Financer: The Netherlands Film Fund
Production companies: IJswater Films, Pellicola
Co-producers: TBD
Animation technique: 10% live action / 90% 3D
animation
Length of the film: 90 minutes
Budget: Approx. € 6,000,000
Status: In script development (selected for the Cinekid/
Berlinale Script Lab 2014/2015)
Sales agent: TBD

Erik de Bruyn directed
J. Kessels (2015, Binger
Award Best Pitch, Most
Promising Project HFM); The
President (2011, Tiburon IFF:
Best Comedy Award); Wild Mussels (2000,
Dutch Film Critic Award: Best Film, CJP
Youth Prize: Best Film, Russian Film Critic
Award: Best European Film)
Contact:
Bruno Felix, producer
+31 20 820 4968
bruno@submarine.nl
www.submarine.nl
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Writing and directing
together, Roel &
Berend Boorsma
made two short films,
Psalm 69 and Brat.
Their feature film debut Milo was selected
for Cinekid Film Festival 2012 (opening
film, Special Jury Award) and the Giffoni
Film Festival, and was also selected for
a.o. the Jameson Dublin International Film
Festival 2013.
Contact:
Marc Bary, producer
+31 20 442 1760
marc@ijswater.nl
www.ijswater.nl

Feature-length animated film: highlights

Feature-length animated film: highlights

Pat & Mat: The Film

Shipped Out

Original title: Buurman & Buurman de Film

Original title: Opgescheept

In Pat & Mat: The Film two amateur do-it-yourself neighbours venture on an extraordinary
journey during which no problem is too big for them. But will they ever make it home in one
piece? A je to! (... And it’s done!).

1492 – Columbus discovers America
1641 – Tasman discovers New Zealand
1870 – Three fearless Sailors discover how to change diapers, give bottles and sing a baby to sleep

Director: TBD
Screenwriters: Kees Prins, Patrick Stoof
Producers: Derk-Jan Warrink, Leontine Petit, Joost de
Vries
Financers: The Netherlands Film Fund, MEDIA (slate
funding), VPRO
Production company: Lemming Film
Co-producers: TBD
Animation technique: Stop-motion/puppet animation
Length of the film: 75 minutes
Budget: Approx. € 4,500,000
Status: Pre-production
Sales agent: Attraction Distribution

Directors: Joost van den Bosch, Erik Verkerk
Screenwriters: Tingue Dongelmans, Marc Veerkamp
Producers: Joost van den Bosch, Erik Verkerk
Financers: TBD
Production company: Ka-Ching Cartoons
Co-producers: TBD
Animation technique: Mixed
Length of the film: 80 minutes
Budget: € 2,000,000
Status: In development
Sales agent: TBD
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Contact:
Derk-Jan Warrink, producer
+31 20 661 0424
derkjan@lemmingfilm.com
www.lemmingfilm.com

Joost van den Bosch
and Erik Verkerk
have directed
animated series for
Nintendo, Efteling and
several Dutch broadcasters, and are now
directing their own TV show George and
Paul. They are originators of Shipped Out
and are attached to direct a Belgian feature
for Eyeworks based on the Urbanus comic
books.
Contact:
Joost van den Bosch & Erik Verkerk,
directors/producers
+31 6 450 985 74
info@ka-chingcartoons.com
www.ka-chingcartoons.com
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Feature-length animated film: highlights

Feature-length animated film: highlights

Oink’s Revenge

Vincent

Original title: De wraak van Knor
When 9-year old Babs receives a pig named Oink as a present from her grandfather, her parents
are opposed to the idea. But they are not the biggest threat to Oink. Grandfather is taking part in
a sausage competition organized by The Society for Meat Products from Fresh Pigs.

Director: Mascha Halberstad
Screenwriter: Fiona van Heemstra
Producer: Marleen Slot
Financers: The Netherlands Film Fund, VPRO
Production company: Viking Film
Co-producer: A Private View (BE)
Animation technique: Stop-motion animation
Length of the film: Approx. 80 minutes
Budget: Approx. € 1,500,000
Status: Development
Sales agent: TBD

Mascha Halberstad directed
animation in Taking Chances
and How to Survive and the
13-episode series Picnic with
Cake. She directed the stop
motion animated shorts Goodbye Mister de
Vries, Trailer, Steal and Munya in Me
(Grand Jury Prize BANFF World Media
Festival) and a video clip for The Prodigy.
Contact:
Marleen Slot, producer
+31 20 625 4788
marleen@vikingfilm.nl
www.vikingfilm.nl
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Vincent is Vincent van Gogh’s moving life story. The film is driven by Vincent’s character
development, his relationship with his brother, his complex mental health with periods of light
and darkness, and his relationship with nature and art.

Director: TBD
Screenwriter: Fabie Hulsebos
Producer: Bruno Felix
Financers: The Netherlands Film Fund, AVROTROS
Production company: Submarine
Co-producers: Walking the Dog (BE), AVROTROS (NL)
Animation technique: 2D
Length of the film: 80 minutes
Budget: € 2,500,000
Status: Development
Sales agent: TBD
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Contact:
Bruno Felix, producer
+31 20 820 4968
bruno@submarine.nl
www.submarine.nl

Animated TV series: highlights

Animated TV series: highlights

Huggleboo

Fox and Hare

Original title: Knofje

Original title: Vos en Haas

Huggleboo is a wayward little girl of four and a half years old. Together with her doll
Fluffy she explores her house, the garden, the sidewalk, her school, and the mall where
she goes shopping with her mom. Things that seem normal to us are very special to her.

A humorous and imaginative animation series about a surprising mix of animals living
together in a forest. The fox and the hare experience funny, scary, crazy, challenging
and exciting moments as they solve their daily life questions and problems.

Director: Patrick Raats
Screenwriters: Tamara Bos, Burny Bos
Producer: Jolande Junte
Financers: KRO-NCRV, Ketnet
Production companies: BosBros, Submarine
Co-producers: KRO-NCRV (NL), Walking the Dog (BE),
Ketnet (BE), Studio Redfrog (FR)
Animation technique: 2D, cut out
Length of the series: 78 x 7min
Budget: € 2,900,000
Status: Pre-production/financing

Directors: Mascha Halberstad, Tom van Gestel
Screenwriters: Fiona van Heemstra, Bart
Uytdenhouwen, Jason Tammemagi
Producers: Bruno Felix, Femke Wolting
Financers: Mediafund, EU Media, VAF, KRO-NCRV,
Ketnet, RTBF
Production company: Submarine
Co-producers: Walking the Dog (BE), KRO-NCRV (NL),
Ketnet (BE), RTBF (BE)
Animation technique: animated in 3D,
translated to 2D style
Length of the series: 52 x 11 minutes
Budget: € 7,000,000
Status: Development
Sales agent: Cake Entertainment UK
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Patrick Raats started his
career at the famous Dutch
Toonder Animation Studios.
Originally a stop motion
animator with an excellent
feeling for animation timing, he is a director,
storyboarder and animator for commercials,
shorts, series and features in a wide variety
of animation techniques.
Contact:
Jolande Junte, head of
animation
+31 20 524 4030
jolande@bosbros.com
www.bosbros.com
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Mascha Halberstad: Munya
in Me (2013 Grand Jury Prize
BANFF World Media
Festival)
Tom van Gestel: Terzo
Mondo (2007 British
Animation Filmfestival, Just
For Laughs Canada, Prix
Lumières Paris)
Together they made Picnic with Cake (2015
Best Animated TV Series Xiamen
International Animation Festival)
Contact:
Bruno Felix, producer
+31 20 820 4968
bruno@submarine.nl
www.submarine.nl

Animated TV series: highlights

Animated TV series: highlights

Coppelia

George & Paul

Coppelia is a modern tale for young and old, about the love between Swanhilde and Franz
which is threatened by Coppelia’s superficial beauty. The story is told through a unique
combination of 2D animation and live action classical ballet.

In the world of George and Paul, everything - including themselves - is created out of wooden
blocks. George and Paul have many great adventures in which they often use their environment
to create things and to solve problems.

Director: Jeff Tudor
Screenwriter: Tamara Bos
Producers: Bruno Felix, Femke Wolting
Financers: AVROTROS, Mediafund, Creative Industries
Fund
Production company: Submarine
Co-producers: 3 Minutes West (NL), Walking the Dog
(BE), AVROTROS (NL)
Animation technique: 2D/3D
Length of the films: 3 x 25 minutes and 1 x 80 minutes
Budget: € 1,600,000
Status: Development
Sales agent: Arts Alliance

Directors: Joost v/d Bosch, Erik Verkerk
Screenwriters: Marc Veerkamp, Jimmy Simons
Producer: Thomas Hietbrink
Financers: NTR, Mediafonds, KetNet, Vlaams
Mediafonds, Screenflanders, Belgian tax shelter
Production company: Pedri Animation
Co-producers: Beast Animation (BE)
Animation technique: Stopmotion animation
Length of the series: 26 x 5 minutes
Budget: Approx. € 1,500,000
Status: Production
Sales agent: TBD
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Jeff Tudor: A Swan Lake
(2014) Norwegian National
Opera & Ballet - cinema, TV,
home video, VOD Vienna
Music Film Festival, Golden
Prague International Television Festival;
Cinderella (2012) Dutch National Ballet cinema, TV, home video, VOD TV
broadcasts in 45 countries; cinema release
in 14 countries; iTunes release in 60
countries
Contact:
Bruno Felix, producer
+31 20 820 4968
bruno@submarine.nl
www.submarine.nl

George and Paul is
created by Joost van
den Bosch and Erik
Verkerk, who will also
serve as directors for
the series. Joost and Erik run the animation
company Ka-Ching Cartoons and have
directed multiple series for TV and other
platforms (e.g. Internet, narrowcasting and
Nintendo’s 3DS)
Contact:
Thomas Hietbrink, producer
+31 35 656 1945
thomas@pedri-animation.com
www.pedri-animation.com
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Animated TV series: highlights

Animated TV series: highlights

Triple Trouble

Rintje

Original title: Trippel Trappel Dierensinterklaas
Three young pets set out to find Saint Nicolas to hand over their wish list of presents.
Overcoming many obstacles on their way, they will learn an important lesson: the best
present you can give and receive is friendship.

Directors: Albert ’t Hooft, Paco Vink
Screenwriters: Michiel Snijders, Arnoud Rijken
Producers: Arnoud Rijken, Michiel Snijders
Financers: The Netherlands Film Fund, CoBo, the
Flanders Audiovisual Fund (VAF), Screen Flanders,
Enterprise Flanders, Flanders in Action, VAF Wallonië,
the Brussels-Capital Regionthe Belgian tax shelter,
BayaCasa Kafka Pictures, Le Pôle Image de Liège et
Cinéfinance, Trippel Trappel Finance BV.
Production company: il Luster B.V.
Co-producers: KRO-NCRV (NL), Vivi Film (BE), RTBF
(BE), Luna Blue Film (BE)
Animation technique: 2D drawn
Length of the film: 67 minutes
Budget: € 2,000,000
Status: Released
Sales agent: Attraction Distribution
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Albert ’t Hooft and
Paco Vink founded
Anikey Studio in The
Hague. Next to their
shorts Paul and the
Dragon, Little Quentin and Fallin’ Floyd,
they have been working on series, games
and animated features. Since they
graduated in 2005 they haven’t had one
quiet day.

Rintje is a puppy who discovers the world and has a good feeling for adventure.
His adventures about his first day at school, a loose tooth, a stay-over at
granny’s or his first injection are recognizable, sweet and touching. Based on the
illustrations by Sieb Posthuma.

Directors: Steven de Beul, Ben Tesseur, Balder Westein
Screenwriter: Mieke de Jong
Producer: Derk-Jan Warrink
Production company: Lemming Film
Co-producers: Beast Animation (BE), A Private View (BE)
Animation technique: Stop-motion/puppet animation
Length of the series: 26 x 5 minutes
Status: Production
Sales agent: TBD

Contact:
Michiel Snijders, producer
+31 30 240 0768
info@illuster.nl
www.illuster.nl

Ben Tesseur (1975)
and Steven De Beul
(1969) are Belgian
animators, film
producers, directors
and founders of the stop motion studio
Beast Animation. They are known for their
part in several internationally awarded films
and commercials. Like the Panique au
Village films, the short film Oh Willy… and
TV series Dimitri.
Contact:
Derk-Jan Warrink, producer
+31 20 661 0424
derkjan@lemmingfilm.com
www.lemmingfilm.com
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Animated short film: highlights

Flow

Flow reveals our daily lives and existence by the most vital element that surrounds us.
Brushstrokes of air in all its subtle, gentle, powerful and inner appearances affect our fragile
existence in unpredictable ways.

Director: Adriaan Lokman
Screenwriter: Adriaan Lokman
Producer: Richard Valk
Financers: Stimuleringsfonds Creative industrie,
Auvergne, The Netherlands Film Fund
Production company: Valk Productions
Co-producer: Dark Prince (FR)
Animation technique: Mixed
Length of the film: 10 minutes
Budget: € 200,000 (almost 50% is confirmed)
Status: Pre-production

Films by Adriaan Lokman:
Barcode (2001 - Winner
Grand Prix at the festival of
Annecy, Trainspotting (2002),
Shredder (2002), Forecast
(2006) and Chase (2011, National Grand
Prix at Short Film Festival Lille 2012)
Contact:
Richard Valk, producer
+31 6 509 340 02
richardv@xs4all.nl
www.valkproductions.co

A Single Life by Job, Joris & Marieke, Academy Award nominee 2015
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Animated short film: highlights

Animated short film: highlights

Reruns

Pilar

The water has come.
All that is left is a flooded world of memories, ghosts and dreams.
And a giant looking for his head.
An animated musical journey that explores the world beneath the surface.

A hand painted animation film about a young woman who finds her inner ‘animal’
and tries to escape urban life.

Director: Rosto
Screenwriter: Rosto
Producer: Paul Overste/Rosto
Financers: The Netherlands Film Fund, Canal+
Production company: Studio Rosto A.D
Co-producer: Autour de Minuit (FR)
Animation technique: Hybride: 3D, 2D, Live Action
Length of the film: 10 minutes
Budget: Approx. € 200,000
Status: Pre-production
Sales agent: Autour de Minuit (FR)

Directors: Janis Joy Epping, Diana van Houten, Yngwie
Boley
Screenwriters: Janis Joy Epping, Diana van Houten,
Yngwie Boley
Producers: Thierry Paalman, Michiel Snijders
Financer: The Netherlands Film Fund
Production company: il Luster Films Foundation
Co-producer: S.O.I.L. (BE)
Animation technique: 2D hand painted on paper
Length of the film: 8 minutes
Budget: € 200,000
Status: In production

Director/artist Rosto made
the animated shorts
Splintertime (2014), Lonely
Bones (2012), The Monster
of Nix (2011), No Place Like
Home (2008), Jona/Tomberry (2005),
Anglobilly Feverson (2001), Beheaded
(1999) and the internet series Mind My Gap
(1999-2014)
Contact:
Rosto, director/co-producer
+31 20 412 0484
production@studio.rostoad.com
www.rostoad.com
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Janis Joy Epping,
Diana van Houtenm
and Yngwie Boley
graduated as
illustrators and
designers from the Utrecht School of the
Arts in 2010 and made their film debut with
Spellbreaker. They work as freelance
illustrators and make animated films and
commissioned works.
Contact:
Thierry Paalman, producer
+31 30 240 0768
info@illuster.nl
www.illuster.nl

Animated short film: highlights

Animated short film: highlights

Camouflage

Resurrection

A monstrous mollusc-like creature is very aware of the growing hate in society for beings
like him. Starting off as a horror film, Camouflage turns into a Kafkaesque drama, ending
in a topical statement about scapegoating and xenophobia.

An animated visual rollercoaster about apocalyptical religions, utopic ideologies and the
terror and destruction that most often accompany those.

Director: Remco Polman
Screenwriters: Jantiene de Kroon, Remco Polman
Producer: Jantiene de Kroon
Financers: Amsterdams Fonds voor de Kunst,
The Netherlands Film Fund
Production company: Mooves
Co-producer: Lunanime (BE)
Animation technique: 2D drawn animation (TVPaint)
Length of the film: 20 minutes
Budget: € 321,370
Status: Pre-production

Director: Hisko Hulsing
Screenwriter: Hisko Hulsing
Producer: Chris Mouw
Financer: The Netherlands Film Fund
Production company: il Luster Films Foundation
Animation technique: 2D hand drawn with oil-painted
backgrounds
Length of the film: 4 minutes
Budget: € 175,000
Status: Storyboard development
Sales agent: TBD
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Remco Polman studied
philosophy and political
science at the University of
Nijmegen and started
working as a comic artist in
1995. He debuted as an animation director
with Mortel in 2006, and co-directed Dirkjan
Rules in 2010. He has won several awards
for his comics and animated shorts.
Contact:
Jantiene de Kroon, producer
+ 31 20 694 5602
jantiene@mooves.nl
www.mooves.nl

Hisko Hulsing majored in
painting and animation at the
art academy of Rotterdam.
His films Harry Rents a Room
and Seventeen were invited
to numerous leading festivals and won
several awards. His most recent short film
Junkyard was selected for over 100
festivals and won thirty awards. Hisko
animated and directed sequences of
Cobain, Montage of Heck.
Contact:
Chris Mouw, producer
+31 30 240 0768
info@illuster.nl
www.illuster.nl
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Production guide

Tom de Mol Productions

Submarine

Topkapi Films

Pellicola

IJswater Films BV

Mooves

Lemming Film

Corrino Media Group

Zoho Studio

BosBros

Viking Film

seriousFilm

Track record:
• Saint
• The Club of Saint Nicholas
Movies
• Woozle & Pip The Movie
Contact:
Tom de Mol
+31 20 672 7726
tom@tdmp.nl

Track record:
• The Lobster
• Full Contact
• The Intruder
Contact:
Derk-Jan Warrink
+31 20 661 0424
derkjan@lemmingfilm.com
www.lemmingfilm.com

Track record:
• Kika & Bob series 1
• Kika & Bob series 2
• Picnic with Cake
Contact:
Bruno Felix
+31 20 820 4968
bruno@submarine.nl
www.submarine.nl

Track record:
• Free as a Bird
• Schemer (Dusk)
• The Devil’s Double
Contact:
Michael John Fedun/
Germen Boelens
michael@corrino.com/
germen@corrino.com
+31 20 423 3002
www.corrino.com
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Track record:
•P
 ublic Works
• Cafard
• Belgica
Contact
Frans van Gestel
+31 20 303 2494
info@topkapifilms.nl
www.topkapifilms.nl

Track record:
A brand new CGI Studio with an
international outlook, focussing on
feature-length animation &
animated series.
Contact:
Rob Vermeulen
+31 6 453 149 32
rob@zohostudio.com
www.zohostudio.com

Track record:
•L
 ittle Sophie and Lanky Flop
•A
 s if I’m Crazy
•T
 he Windmill Massacre
Contact:
Daniel Koefoed
+ 31 20 535 6200
daniel.koefoed@montecatini.nl
www.pellicola.nl

Track record:
• The Flying Liftboy
• Miss Minoes
• Winky’s Horse
Contact:
Jolande Junte
+31 20 524 4030
jolande@bosbros.com
www.bosbros.com

Track record:
IJswater Films produces high
quality features, TV drama, shorts
and documentaries, also
international co-productions.
Contact:
Marc Bary
+31 20 442 1760
marc@ijswater.nl
www.ijswater.nl

Track record:
• Don’t Lose your Head
• Munya in Me
• Zurich
Contact:
Marleen Slot
+31 20 625 4788
marleen@vikingfilm.nl
www.vikingfilm.nl
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Track record:
• Aurora
• Dirkjan Rules!
• Bridge
Contact:
Jantiene de Kroon
+ 31 20 694 5602
jantiene@mooves.nl
www.mooves.nl

Track record
• Voltaire
• I Love Hooligans
• The Origin of Creatures
Contact:
Marc Thelosen
+31 6 207 372 77
info@seriousfilm.nl
www.seriousfilm.nl

Production guide

CinéTé filmproduktie

Halal

The Drawing Room

Studio Rosto A.D

Telescreen

The Storytellers Film
& TV BV

Armadillo Film

Pedri Animation BV

Valk productions

Ka-Ching Cartoons

Track record:
Producing short independent
animation, such as Father &
Daughter (Michael Dudok de Wit)
Contact:
Nancy Fornoville
+31 6 489 640 76
info@cinete.nl
www.cinete.nl

Track record:
The Storytellers Film & TV
produces eye-catching feature
films and television drama series.
Contact:
Errol Nayci
The Storytellers Film & TV BV
+31 6 531 854 77
errolnayci@yahoo.com

Track record:
Halal produces highly creative
shorts, features, animated films,
documentaries, commercials and
photography
Contact:
Gijs Kerbosch
+31 20 639 1402
gijsk@halal.amsterdam
www.halal.amsterdam

Track record:
• Polska Warrior
• Löss
• Blue Moon
Contact:
André Bos
+31 6 505 058 88
info@armadillofilm.nl
www.armadillofilm.nl
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Track record:
• Hieronymus
• Super
• Things You’d Better Not Mix Up
Contact:
Jiek Weishut
+31 6 242 844 66
jiek@drawingroom.nl
www.drawingroom.nl

Track record:
• George & Paul
• Under the Apple Tree
• Solan og Ludvig
Contact:
Thomas Hietbrink
+31 35 656 1945
thomas@pedri-animation.com
www.pedri-animation.com

Track record:
• Splintertime
• Lonely Bones
• The Monster of Nix
Contact:
Rosto/Paul Overste
+31 20 412 0484
production@studio.rostoad.com
www.rostoad.com

Track record:
• Chase
• Aalterate
• The Monster of Nix
Contact:
Richard Valk
+31 6 509 340 02
info@valkproducties.nl
www.valkproducties.nl

Track record:
Telescreen, an m4e company, is
known for its quality productions,
reliability and experience gained
over the past 30 years
Contact:
Sjoerd Raemakers
+31 35 629 9980
sjoerd@telescreen.nl
www.telescreen.nl

Track record:
• George and Paul
• 3D-Machine: the series
• Shipped Out
Contact:
Joost van den Bosch/
Erik Verkerk
+31 6 450 985 74
info@ka-chingcartoons.com
www.ka-chingcartoons.com
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il Luster

Track record:
il Luster produced over 50
animated (award winning) shorts,
several series and two animated
features.
Contact:
Michiel Snijders
+31 30 240 0768
info@illuster.nl
www.illuster.nl

Dutch film organisations and festivals
Netherlands Film Fund
info@filmfonds.nl
www.filmfund.nl
Netherlands Film Commission
info@filmcommission.nl
www.filmcommission.nl
EYE International
international@eyefilm.nl
www.international.eyefilm.nl
Creative Europe Desk/Media
media@creativeeuropedesk.nl
www.mediadesknederland.eu
Binger Filmlab
info@binger.nl
www.binger.nl
Film Producers Netherlands
(FPN)
info@filmproducenten.nl
www.filmproducenten.nl

Documentary Producers
Netherlands (DPN)
info@documentaireproducenten.nl
www.documentaireproducenten.nl

KLIK! Amsterdam Animation
Festival
info@klikamsterdam.nl
www.klikamsterdam.nl

Animation Producers
Netherlands (VNAP)
info@vnap.nl
www.vnap.nl

Netherlands Film Festival
info@filmfestival.nl
www.filmfestival.nl

Dutch Directors Guild (DDG)
info@directorsguild.nl
www.directorsguild.nl

International Documentary Film
Festival Amsterdam (IDFA)
info@idfa.nl
www.idfa.nl

Netwerk scenarioschrijvers
(Script writers)
scenario@vsenv.nl
www.netwerkscenario.nl

International Film Festival
Rotterdam (IFFR)
tiger@iffr.com
www.iffr.com

Holland Animation Film Festival
(HAFF)
info@haff.nl
www.haff.nl

Cinekid
info@cinekid.nl
www.cinekid.nl
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Imagine Film Festival
info@imaginefilmfestival.nl
www.imaginefilmfestival.nl
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